May 28, 2014

Dear Sen. Landrieu,

Enclosed in this packet you will find a report, by Live Action, entitled "Lies, Corruption, and Scandal: Six Years of Exposing Planned Parenthood." The report is a compendium of institutional malfeasance and lawlessness at Planned Parenthood, the nation's largest abortion corporation – and lavishly taxpayer-funded, having received over half a billion dollars for each of the past two years, and over $3.5 billion combined in the last ten.

Six years of undercover investigations and reporting by Live Action show that Planned Parenthood facilities consistently engage in the following:

- Covering up statutory rape
- Accepting donations for explicitly racist purposes
- Misleading and lying to women regarding the development of the pre-born child, the physical and psychological risks of abortion, and the processes behind adoption and parenting
- Aiding and abetting commercial sexual exploitation of women and girls
- Procuring taxpayer money by lying to media, patients, and taxpayers regarding the scope and emphasis of activities
- Facilitating abortions based solely on the sex of the child
- Lobbying for infanticide

In light of the appalling practices Live Action has revealed as endemic in this corporation, I urge you to take immediate action to eliminate the favored status of Planned Parenthood in the halls of Congress. Remember also that these abuses say nothing of Planned Parenthood's death toll: hundreds of thousands of abortions committed every year. As long as these killings perversely remain legal, Americans at least should not be forced to fund them.

An organization this unscrupulous and dangerous – an instrumental prosecutor of the "war on women" we hear so much about in the news cycle, and from you and your colleagues – should not receive even a cent of American taxpayers' income.

I invite you to learn more at our new website, www.PlannedParenthoodExposed.com, which includes a detailed and growing list of Planned Parenthood's many offenses.

If America’s lawmakers delay, your inaction will help fund the destruction and degradation of innocent human lives. It is crucial that those who hold legislative power immediately halt all taxpayer funding of Planned Parenthood.

Sincerely,

Lila Rose
President
Live Action